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image: The Emerald Link forms the only continuous tract of

vegetation that remains on mainland Australia—from snowy

alpine peaks to the shores of untouched coastlines. | Rob Blakers
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with Traditional Owners regarding their land and water

management aspirations.
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Front cover image: Looking south-west from the Errinundra Plateau

across the foothill forests of Mt Ellery. The creeks in the valleys feed

the Brodribb River that flows south off the mountains to join to Snowy

River near the coast. | Rob Blakers.



Introduction



Our vision is to protect the last

unbroken forest wilderness area on

mainland Australia which connects

alpine forests to the rugged coastline.



East Gippsland’s Emerald Link is an unique natural environment

that is too valuable to lose. The Emerald Link is Victoria’s stronghold

for nature with ancient rainforests, threatened species, unspoilt

coastlines and wilderness areas.



Our vision



Protecting East Gippsland forests in a network of protected

areas will create a thriving and intact ecosystem and

Victoria’s premier wilderness adventure destination.
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With improved management and greater investment, the

supreme natural beauty, endemic wildlife, rare rainforests

and high-elevation plateaus of East Gippsland’s Emerald

Link can become a flagship of successful biodiversity

conservation and a world-class wilderness tourism

destination.
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Our vision is to protect the last unbroken forest wilderness

area on mainland Australia which connects alpine forests

to the rugged coastline.
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This report details some of the critically important

natural areas within this remarkably biodiverse region.

It recognises, values and celebrates an important part

of Australia’s globally significant heritage. This report

presents information on the conservation values, the need

for formal protection and the key role these areas can play

in shaping the future economic prosperity of the region.



MAP 1: EMERALD LINK—EAST GIPPSLAND'S

UNBROKEN FOREST WILDERNESS
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To stand before this, in all its primordial glory, is to step

back in time to experience Victoria’s natural and cultural

heritage. East Gippsland’s forests are a natural monument

of interwoven ecosystems.



East Gippsland is the most biodiverse forest region in

Victoria. It’s the only place on mainland Australia where

continuous and intact native vegetation links alpine

environments to the coast.1



BAR



East Gippsland is the only place on mainland Australia with

continuity of natural ecosystems from alpine to coastal

landscapes. From snow-capped mountains to lush warm

and cool temperate rainforests, all the way through to

Victoria’s rugged coasts—these old growth forests are of

unparalleled natural beauty and importance.
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This vision recognises the value of intact nature. It accepts

that some dramatic changes in ecosystem function and

biodiversity due to climate change are, at this point,

unavoidable but can be minimised.
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It’s a vision that recognises natural resource extractive

industries in the region, like logging, have declined.2 , 3

Meanwhile, conservation tourism in the region is steadily

growing.4 By protecting these forests, we can deliver a

better, more harmonious future that is based on a clean

growth economy which is positive and optimistic for all

Victorians.
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IMAGE: Rare Slender Tree-ferns can be found sheltering in the

undisturbed rainforest gullies of the Kuark Forest. | Ed Hill



ORBOST



1	 East Gippsland Catchment Management Authority, 2013, “East Gippsland

Regional Catchment Strategy 2013–2019”, http://www.egcma.com.au/file/file/

East%20Gippsland%20Regional%20Catchment%20Strategy%202013-2019.

pdf, Accessed 28 September 2016, p. 13.

2	 Schirmer, J., 2013, Socio-economic characteristics of Victoria’s forestry industries, 2009-2012.

3	 Sainsbury, C., 2013, “Labour market conditions in East Gippsland”, Australian Government Department of Employment presentation to Business and

Tourism East Gippsland, http://bteg.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/

Labour-market-conditions-in-East-Gippsland-2013.pdf, Accessed 15 October

2016.

4	 East Gippsland Shire, 2013, “East Gippsland Shire Tourism Snapshot—Calendar Year 2013”, http://www.eastgippsland.vic.gov.au/files/654ca705-bf4a4c4a-8154-a1cd00f05a63/East_Gippsland_Shire_Tourism_Snapshot_2013.

pdf, Accessed 16 October 2016.
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image: In the Kuark Forest, both warm and cool

temperate rainforest occur — making the East

Gippsland region of Victoria unique. | Rob Blakers



East Gippsland’s Sites

of Significance

East Gippsland has long been considered of great significance

for its biodiversity, rainforest, botanical, zoological and geological

sites. It is the only place on mainland Australia with unfragmented

natural ecosystems that connect alpine to coastal environments.



Rainforest Sites of Significance

Victoria’s rainforests were assessed by government

botanists in the 1980s. The most significant stands of

rainforest that were known at the time were mapped

as ‘Sites of Significance’. The 120 identified Sites of

Significance include subcatchment areas of eucalyptus

forest that surround ‘core’ rainforest areas. The surrounding

eucalyptus forest maintains the moist conditions the

rainforest needs. It buffers the rainforest from fire, wind and

invasive species.



Logging is currently allowed in Rainforest Sites of

Significance and is only restricted in the subcatchments

of ‘nationally significant’ sites. Logging and management

burns have destroyed critical forests within Rainforest

Sites of Significance, placing vulnerable rainforest areas

at great risk.



Distribution of Rainforest Sites of Significance across regions of Victoria

(Data: Peel, B., 1999, Rainforest and Cool Temperate Mixed Forest of Victoria, Department of Natural Resources and. Environment, Melbourne.)
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image: Greater Glider, listed as vulnerable to extinction because of habitat loss. | Pavel German



Biodiversity and the future

of the Emerald Link

East Gippsland occupies just 9% of Victoria, yet is home to

approximately one third of the state’s threatened species.

This makes the region extremely important as a sanctuary

for their survival.



Victoria has 215 ecological vegetation types, 75

of which are found in East Gippsland7—that’s

about 35% of all vegetation types packed into

just 9%8 of the state.9

East Gippsland exceeds Victoria’s state-wide averages for

species composition and numbers of listed threatened

species. East Gippsland’s 709 listed threatened species

comprise 34% of all listed threatened species in Victoria.10



Sites of Botanical Significance 5



Sites of Zoological Significance



Government scientific experts carried out assessments of

East Gippsland’s flora communities in the 1980s. Botanists

rated areas according to criteria such as presence of

rare or restricted species, absence of introduced species,

richness of vegetation (number of species), maturity of

vegetation and proximity to outside disturbances.



Sites of Zoological Significance were mapped by scientific

experts in the early 1980s on behalf of the Victorian

Ministry for Conservation. Twenty six Sites of Significance

were identified in East Gippsland based on the richness of

animal diversity within them.



The Errinundra and Nunniong Plateaus are both ranked

as major Sites of Significance due to the presence of rare

plants, richness of vegetation types, rainforests and old

growth forests.



The Errinundra—Bellbird Creek is one of two sites ranked

as a Global Site of Significance. This site encompasses

the area to the south of the Errinundra Plateau including

the Kuark Forest and the heritage listed catchments of the

Arte and Goolengook Rivers.6



The extraordinary quantity of Sites of

Significance in East Gippsland makes the region

a truly special place. By creating a network

of protected areas, we can ensure that this

biodiversity is resilient and insulated from the

future impacts of climate change.



Numbers in brackets are the statewide averages for an area of this

size.11

PLANTS



ANIMALS



Total Species: 2,341 (2,127)



Total Species: 479 (426)



Native/Alien: 1,896/445 (1,596/532)



Native/Alien: 453/26 (405/21)



Victorian Rare or Threatened: 584

(385)



Victorian Rare or Threatened: 125

(98)



Australian Threatened (EPBC): 33

(28)



Australian Threatened (EPBC) : 34

(19)



Flora and Fauna Guarantee: 68 (46)



Flora and Fauna Guarantee: 79 (57)



Eucalyptus (Myrtaceae): 69 (53)



Mammal: 79 (64)



Acacia (Mimosaceae): 59 (53)



Bird: 327 (292)



Orchid (Orchidaceae): 168 (106)



Reptile: 47 (44)



Pea (Fabaceae): 133 (117)



Amphibian: 26 (18)



Composite (Asteraceae): 236 (255)



Animals



Grass (Poaceae): 239 (255)



Total Species: 479 (426)



7	 75 East Gippsland ‘EVC’ “Map Unit Types” of 215 Victorian ‘EVC’s’ in Victorian

Government, “Native Vegetation - Modelled 2005 Ecological Vegetation Classes

(with Bioregional Conservation Status)” ( NV2005_EVCBS) spatial dataset,

October 2016.



IMAGE: The Heritage Listed Arte River in Kuark Forest flows through

the Errinundra–Bellbird Ck Site of Global Zoological Significance. The

cool waters of Arte are the only place on Earth where the critically

endangered East Gippsland Galaxias fish can be found. | Judith Deland



5	 Please see Map 14 for reference.



Diversity of plants and animals in the East Gippsland

region



8	 Victorian Government, “Local Government Area Boundaries - LGA_Polygon” in

“Vicmap Admin”(VICMAP_ADMIN).

9	 See appendix Map 7 for more information.

6	 Morris, K.C. and Mansergh, I.M., 1981, “Sites of Zoological Sites of Significance

in East Gippsland”, Arthur Rylah Institute for Environmental Research, Ministry

for Conservation, Victoria Environmental Studies Division, p. 24-28.



10	 Viridans, Flora and Fauna Information Systems, http://www.viridans.com/

LGA/east%20gippsland.html, Accessed 28 September 2016.

11	Ibid.



East Gippsland’s staggering diversity is due to

the influences of both the southern cool

temperate and east coast warm temperate

climates, and the region’s many varied land

formations, aspects, soils and geology. Warm

temperate rainforest thrives in the cool wet

gullies of East Gippsland’s lowland forests.

These jungle-like rainforests are comprised of

flora that evolved from tropical species which

over millennia migrated down the coast from

the north. These communities create ecological

niches that support many species of animals

and plants that are absent from or rare in the

rest of the state. For many of these species, East

Gippsland is the southern limit of their extent.12

The Victorian government has identified East Gippsland

as a flagship area for biodiversity conservation.13,14 Its

abundance of rare flora, fauna and habitats make it an ark

of biodiversity where species and ecosystems still remain

in a relatively healthy condition. The area is a microcosm of

how Victoria looked prior to European arrival—a connected

puzzle of special places and icons that form an unbroken

corridor from the coast to the alpine regions.



Preservation of these special areas offers a

great opportunity to safeguard a future for the

region’s biodiversity as a beacon of hope in a

world where biodiversity loss is spiralling out of

control.

The Victorian government’s biodiversity mapping ranks

East Gippsland as making a higher contribution to

Victoria’s biodiversity than any other part of the state.15

Protecting areas of East Gippsland is the most effective

means of achieving biodiversity conservation outcomes.

If Victoria's biodiversity is a priority, then delivering this

vision of protecting the last unbroken wilderness area on

mainland Australia is the solution.



12	 East Gippsland Shire Council, “Our Environment, Biodiveristy”, http://www.

eastgippsland.vic.gov.au/About_Us/Our_Environment/Biodiversity, Accessed

28 September 2016.

13	 Victorian Government, Department of Land Water and Planning, “Protecting

Victoria's Environment — Biodiversity 2036 (Public Consultation Draft) 2015”, p.

27.

14	 Victorian Environmental Assessment Council 2017, Conservation Values of

State Forests—Assessment Report, p.16

15	 Department of Environment Land Water and Planning, Nature Print Interactive

Biodiversity Map, http://www.depi.vic.gov.au/environment-and-wildlife/biodiversity/natureprint, Accessed 28 Spetember 2016.



Climate change

Climate change is dramatically altering the natural

balances in our ecosystems through increased fires and

altered climatic conditions. The conditions that once

maintained ecosystem functions and sensitive habitats

are becoming stressed. However, more intact natural

ecosystems have greater resilience to outside influences.16

If entire ecosystems are protected and whole, they have

the ability to respond and adapt to stress. As the area

becomes fragmented, its capacity to withstand outside

pressures diminishes.

Research on how climate change will affect Australia’s

ecosystems paints a grim picture.17 Climate change

is predicted to impact severely on Australia’s forest

biodiversity, from the wet tropical bioregion in the north18

to the montane temperate forests of the south east,19

ecosystems are predicted to undergo dramatic changes in

species composition and distribution. Protecting relatively

intact areas like East Gippsland offers hope for our

priceless ecosystems that will face many challenges

this century.



In this time of unprecedented change to our

climate and the impacts the changes are having

on ecosystems, wild and connected places like

East Gippsland will not just be a safe haven for

species, but will be the cornerstone for helping

species survive and evolve.



image: Threatened green and golden bell frog | Bernard Spragg



Recent scientific discoveries have found that species living

in wild places have more genetic diversity than species

living in more human dominated areas.20 The best chance

we can give nature is to protect entire landscapes and

ecosystems from the many impacts that cumulatively

threaten its resilience or the ability of an ecosystem to

return to its original state after being disturbed.

Damage from climate-induced impacts, such as wildfire,

are more serious in ecosystems that have been heavily

fragmented or altered by destructive land practices—tree

clearing, logging and mining. However, we have an insurance

policy to protect the vitality of these forests: protect the best

of what remains, restore those which are recovering and

then connect these to create large protected forest areas.



East Gippsland is full of stunning wild

places. In this report, we showcase

a few places of outstanding natural

importance. Protecting these areas will

build the resilience of the forests and

maintain the integrity of the connected

ecosystems that run from the rugged

mountain peaks to the coast.

image: The Kuark Forest is home to endangered owls, potoroos

and gliding possums. | Rob Blakers



image: Threatened Powerful owl chick | Ákos Lumnitzer



image: Mountain Plum Pines, Errinundra plateau | Ian Sutton

16	 Thompson, I., et al., 2009, “Forest resilience, biodiversity, and climate change”,

Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity, http://www.srs.fs.usda.

gov/pubs/ja/2009/ja_2009_thompson_002.pdf, p. 7.

17	 Hughes, L., 2003, "Climate change and Australia: trends, projections and

impacts." Austral Ecology, 28.4, p. 423-443.

18	 Williams, S.E., Bolitho, E.E., and Fox, S., 2003, "Climate change in Australian

tropical rainforests: an impending environmental catastrophe." Proceedings of

the Royal Society of London B: Biological Sciences 270.1527, p. 1,887-1,892.

19	 Nitschke, C.R., and Hickey, G.M., 2007, "Assessing the vulnerability of Victoria's

Central Highlands to climate change." Department of Sustainability and Environment Technical report, Melbourne.



20	 Lawerance, B., 12 October 2016, ’The World’s vanishing wild places are vital

for saving species’, The Conversation, https://theconversation.com/theworlds-vanishing-wild-places-are-vital-for-saving-species-66403, Accessed

12 October 2016.



image: The Errinundra Plateau is the Victorian

stronghold for old growth forests, rainforests, it

remains threatened by logging. | Judith Deland



— ERRINUNDRA PLATEAU AND SURROUNDS — 

The Errinundra Plateau forms the southern extension

of the Monaro Tablelands that stretch south from the

Snowy Mountains of New South Wales. While the Monaro

Tablelands have been extensively cleared and grazed,

Errinundra’s high rainfall zone is cloaked in old growth

forests and rainforests.



An expanded Errinundra National

Park will increase the likelihood of

wet forest ecosystems adapting

to climate change by buffering

ecological communities and

stopping damaging disturbances

like logging. The protection

of this area would result in

the preservation of mainland

Australia’s only continuous linkage

of montane forests to coastal

environments.



The Errinundra Plateau is one of the most unique natural

environments in Victoria. The wet forests of Errinundra

have provided a refuge for species for tens of thousands

of years. During the last ice age, plants and animals

retreated to and around the Plateau where they remained

protected from icy conditions until the continent began to

warm. The Plateau’s cold and wet climate has suppressed

and resisted bushfires more so than the lowland eucalypt

forests. Fire sensitive communities, like rainforest, thrive

here because of this.

Errinundra supports some of the largest trees in Victoria

and is the state’s stronghold for old growth forest. Five

hundred year old eucalyptus trees21 tower over wet

understoreys of ancient tree ferns and rainforest species.

In the areas that have not been disturbed by logging and

fire events, the forests remain as they have been for

hundreds of years.



The rainforests of Errinundra are ancient

remnants of a forest type that was widespread

hundreds of millions of years ago. These ancient

relics still retain plants and animals, which were

growing on the continent of Gondwana over 100

million years ago.

Errinundra has been and continues to be a refuge for

species, its value is immense as Victoria’s ecosystems

adapt to climate change. Species such as the Southern

Sassafras (Atherosperma moschatum), Soft Tree fern

(Dicksonia antarctica), Mountain Pepper trees (Tasmannia

lanceolata) and a myriad of primitive mosses and ferns

offer a window into Australia’s evolutionary past that has

been preserved in this unique environment.



21	 Donavan, S., 2 April 2009, ‘Felled old growth tree 500 years old’, ABC news AM

program, http://www.abc.net.au/news/2009-04-02/felled-old-growth-tree500-years-old/1638514, accessed 3 November 2016.



IMAGE: First Creek Falls, Errinundra National Park | Dave Caldwell



Expansion of the Park will also give the largest stand of

cool temperate rainforest on mainland Australia the best

chance of surviving climate induced wildfire.

The current Park design has little ecological rationale

and is insufficient to safeguard the exceptional natural

values of the Errinundra National Park—with its many

‘arms’ and ‘cut-outs’ creating disproportionate negative

‘edge effects’ due to logging. This significantly changes

forest structure, primarily the forest margin becomes

increasingly dry. These ‘edge effects’ are then colonised

by dry tolerant species, many of which have adapted to

increased fire regimes. This means a greater threat of fire

penetrating into forests that are sensitive to it, or where it

has been absent for many centuries. Other impacts include

increased feral animal and weed invasion.

To facilitate logging many of the most valuable areas of

rainforest and wet forest were deliberately excluded from

the Park in the 1980s. The design of the Park contains

several bottlenecks that prevent movement of native animals

and allow industrial logging right to the edges of the Park.



image: Walkers can enjoy magnificent views

in the Kuark Forest | Rob Blakers



— MT ELLERY —

Highly significant stands of old growth forest outside

of the Park remain threatened by logging. Wildlife-rich

forests such as those at Brown Mountain and Dingo Creek

have been partly logged, remain unprotected, and are

now threatened by further destruction. On the northern

boundary of the Park, directly adjacent to the largest stand

of cool temperate rainforest on mainland Australia, logging

operations are planned for the East Errinundra National

Rainforest Site of Significance.

On the eastern boundary along the Coast Range and

Hensleigh Creek areas, extensive clearfell logging

continues to impact on some of the most significant stands

of old growth forests on mainland Australia. The scale and

remoteness of this old growth forest make these areas

incredibly rare. In contrast, other mainland old growth

forest is isolated and fragmented from land clearing.



Redrawing the boundaries of the Errinundra

National Park based on the actual conservation

values of this area will protect some of the

most significant old growth forests on mainland

Australia and rebuild resilience into the

landscape.



Map 2: Errinundra National Park &amp; Logging



Mt Ellery is the highest mountain in far East Gippsland.

Granite monoliths cap the 1,200 metre high summit.

The peak of the mountain is protected within Errinundra

National Park, however on its flanks and foothills,

spectacular old growth forests remain unprotected and

threatened by logging. Stunning views can be obtained

looking south to Ninety Mile Beach and the Croajingalong

Wilderness Coast. To the north and west you can see as

far as Mt Kosciuszko and the Australian Alps. Mt Ellery

stands in the heart of the Errinundra area. The continuous

and intact natural ecosystems running to the coast make it

unlike anywhere on mainland Australia.

The higher areas support Alpine Ash forests and rare

subalpine plants. Moving down slope, these high altitude

communities transition to tall, wet eucalyptus forests—home

to some of the largest trees in Australia. Cool temperate

rainforests line the creeks and gullies on the upper and

middle slopes. Further south, getting closer to the coast,

the cool temperate rainforest blends with warm temperate

rainforest in an extremely rare ‘overlap’ assemblage.



Mt Ellery and surrounds are an integral part of

Victoria’s conservation estate. They are part of

East Gippsland’s natural tapestry and without

further protections, these rare and distinctive

‘crossover’ forests would be the missing threads

in creating connected ecosystems.



IMAGE: Looking south over Mt. Morris (foreground) towards far East

Gippsland’s highest peak, Mt. Ellery. | Rob Blakers



image: Important botanical discoveries are still constantly being

made in the Kuark Forest, revealing even richer diversity in these

forests than was previously thought. | Rob Blakers



— KUARK FOREST  —



22



The cool temperate rainforests evolved from ancient

species that were growing on the supercontinent of

Gondwana hundreds of millions of years ago. The warm

temperate species evolved from the tropical rainforests of

Papua New Guinea and Asia, and migrated over the land

bridge that joined Cape York to Papua New Guinea during

the last ice age.

These tropical rainforest species slowly migrated down

the east coast of Australia and for many of them East

Gippsland is the southerly limit of their distribution. Along

the altitudinal gradient where these two rainforest types

meet, the levels of species richness and beauty are worldclass.

The best examples of rare overlap rainforest are in the

Kuark Forest, south of the Errinundra Plateau. Mt Kuark

stands 900 metres above sea level, cool and warm

temperate rainforest grows prolifically on its southern

flanks. Some parts of the mountain are reminiscent of

Tasmania’s cool temperate rainforest, while other places

look more like the subtropical jungle pockets of northern

New South Wales. From its summit, you can see to the

coast, and a view of the beautiful continuity of natural

ecosystems that make this region so special.

The Kuark Forest is home to several rare, threatened and

endangered species such as the Slender Tree fern (Cyathea

cunninghamii)—a nationally listed threatened species.

Much of the rare overlap rainforest has not yet been

mapped and botanical discoveries are still being made—

revealing even richer diversity than previously thought.



For example, the Bristly Shield fern (Lastreopsis hispida)

was not known to occur in East Gippsland until in 2015,

a new population was found in the Kuark Forest, 250

kilometres away from the closest known records.23

Other rare and threatened plants include Black Fellow’s

Hemp (Androcalva rossi). This species occupies rainforest

margins and is known only from a few populations in

Victoria in Kuark Forest and Goolengook. Black Fellow’s

Hemp is a protected species and listed as Vulnerable on the

Advisory List of Threatened Plants in Victoria.24

The Hybrid Pittosporum (Pittosporum undulatum subspecies

X emmetti) is a rare hybrid between the cool temperate

species Banyalla (Pittosporum bicolor) and the warm

temperate species Sweet Pittosporum (Pittosporum

undulatum). The hybrid species only naturally occurs in

areas where warm and cool temperate rainforest overlap

such as the Kuark Forest. The Hybrid Pittosporum is listed

as Vulnerable on the Advisory List of Threatened Plants in

Victoria.25

Extensive stands of warm temperate rainforest continue

into the foothills and lowland forests. The Heritage Listed

Arte River runs through these forests and is the only place

on Earth home to aquatic species such as the Critically

Endangered East Gippsland Galaxias fish (Galaxias

aequipinnis).

The Orbost Spiny Crayfish (Euastacus diversus), a

freshwater crayfish, was previously thought to be a single

species, but scientists have recently found separate

species in different river catchments—many of them are

still waiting to be studied and named. A recently discovered

and yet to be named new species has been found in the

Arte River.

The lowland forests and warm temperate rainforest extend

almost all the way to the coast until they are replaced with

coastal heath and tea tree swamps, rich in birds and reptiles.

These coastal forests form the last link in the continuous

chain of intact natural ecosystems found nowhere else

on mainland Australia. Logging in these areas is washing

sediment into the lowland water catchments, impacting

on aquatic species, fragmenting terrestrial habitats and

compromising the connectivity and link between alpine and

coastal environments.



IMAGE: The Endangered Orbost Spiny Crayfish. Closely related species

that are yet to be named have recently been discovered in the Kuark

Forest. | Andrew Lincoln



23	 Kinsela, E., 20 July 2016, ‘Rare ferns, rainforest species found in Victorian

forest earmarked for logging, environment group says’, ABC News, http://

www.abc.net.au/news/2015-07-20/rare-ferns-found-in-victorian-forest-earmarked-for-logging/6631870, Accessed 12 October 2016.

24	 The State of Victoria Department of Environment and Primary Industries,

2014, “Advisory List of Threatened PLants in Victoria”, http://www.depi.vic.gov.

au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/277565/Advisory-List-of-Rare-or-Threatened-Plants-in-Victoria-2014.pdf, Accessed 12 October 2016, p. 7.



22	 Please see Maps 10, 11 and 12 in Appendix for more information.



25	 Ibid, p. 36.
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